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Abstract
Live programs can be modified while the program is
executing in order to provide a more reactive experience for the programmer. In demanding applications,
such programs traditionally utilise pre-defined function
calls to compiled libraries. We present a system that
enables demanding live programs to be built where the
supporting stack of libraries is, itself, live. In such situations, the top level code might be thought of as a
simple “live environment” that can be created live and
that encapsulates code that has “bubbled-up” from the
supporting libraries. Our system enables this bubbling
up to be achieved in an ad-hoc way and with minimal
performance penalty. The deep, systems-level liveness
that it exhibits is described and compared with other
approaches to Live Coding and liveness generally.
The work described here has its origins in artistic Live
Coding of computer music and multimedia. As well
as this application area we will also discuss its wider
uses including the development of interactive multimedia
installations and the harnessing of scientific simulation.
CCS Concepts Applied computing → Sound and
music computing; Software and its engineering
→ General programming languages; Frameworks;
Human-centered computing → Interaction paradigms;
Keywords Live Coding, Live Programming, Liveness,
Computer Music
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Introduction

Over almost two decades, an international community of
artists and computer scientists has developed an artistic
performance practice known as “Live Coding” where
computer programs are written and modified in front
of a live audience to generate, manipulate and respond
to music and visual media in real time. “Live Coders”
write and modify code that interfaces with the world in
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real time: with physical systems such as loud speakers
and digital musical instruments, with other Live Coders,
with conventional musicians and with streaming media.
Systems support for Live Coding has achieved a high
level of sophistication in order to meet the computational demands of professional-level audio production
and equipment. The concerns of these systems are at
the vanguard of live programming.
This paper describes an extension of Live Coding into
the realms of live systems programming. This enhancement has been motivated by several desires: to improve
the performance and flexibility of Live Coding languages,
to extend their capability to encompass supporting libraries and the operating system itself, and thence to
explore their real-world applications – both in artistic
Live Coding and in the wider world of live programming
systems.
Starting from the Impromptu system described by [30],
the present work has resulted in a new programming
language, a new support compiler and substantial library
development – in total encompassing some 180,000 lines
of source code. Its challenge has been to bring some
of the run-time tooling, small compilation units and
late binding popular in dynamic languages, into a new
system-level direct-to-native language and run-time environment suitable for Live Coding. The new system,
called Extempore, has been running in production since
2014 and has been used extensively for artistic performance, for research, and for commercial development.
This is the first paper that describes the design and
architecture of Extempore and that justifies its claim to
having systems level liveness.
After a review of Live Coding in the next section, we
then describe the design and architecture of Extempore
in Section 3. We particularly discuss the new XTLang
language which, together with Scheme, provides Extempore with its bilingual programming interface. In Section
4, we then describe three examples of the application of
Extempore: computer music, scientific simulation and
interactive multi-media. Each of these examples might
be thought of as being characterized by an approach
where a “live language” has been “developed live” on
top of a systems substrate with minimal penalty to either
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performance or low level flexibility. We discuss this systems level liveness in Sections 5 and 6 and we conclude
with Section 7.

2
2.1

Live Coding and the Systems Stack
Half-Stack Environments

A standard approach to developing musical Live Coding
systems has been to take a managed higher-level programming language, such as Ruby(Sonic Pi[2]),
JavaScript(Gibber[25]), Scheme(Impromptu[29],
Fluxus[10]), Clojure(Overtone[2]), Lua(LuaAV[37]), and
to couple that managed language to a native audiovisual
framework (typically implemented in C/C++). Such
Live Coding environments could be called “half-stack”
because their ability to “live modify” the behavior of the
underlying audiovisual framework is generally restricted
for reasons of performance, accessibility, or both. By
way of example, it is generally not possible to write nontrivial real-time Digital Signal Processing (DSP) code in
these higher-level languages. This is due to the lack of
sufficiently low-level access to the CPU instruction set
required to write real-time DSP code as well as to performance limitations on these languages (even if low-level
access were possible).
Despite these limitations, the half-stack approach has
also been the dominant approach to building live programming environments outside of Live Coding (outside
of the audiovisual domain). Computer game engines
(Unity3D, Unreal Engine, CryEngine, OGRE, Torque,
etc.) commonly use managed languages (particularly
JavaScript and C#) coupled to low-level, real-time game
engines (in C/C++), to provide a degree of “live interactive scripting”. The “scripting engine” supports
programmer productivity while the underlying game engine maintains highly specialized, and highly optimized,
run-time performance. Games programmers (the endusers of game engines) are able to proceduralize many
aspects of their game at the scripting layer. However,
whenever high numerical performance, real-time I/O, or
hardware interfacing are required, games programmers
are expected to drop down to the underlying C/C++
substrate. Significantly, dropping down the game engine
abstraction tree from scripting language to C++ also
means sacrificing the “live” interactive programming
experience provided by the half-stack environment. To
be explicit, there are limitations in the scripting layer
that limit the domain of problems to which the scripting
layer can provide a reasonable solution. Beyond this
“half-stack” the programmer is forced to change their
operating environment, and in so doing, lose the ability
to live program the system.
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A similar situation exists in scientific computing, where
higher level languages such as R, Python and Mathematica are coupled to high-performance numerical frameworks written in C/C++/Fortran. The half-stack design
provides scientists with a live “interactive programming
experience”, with the heavy lifting managed by coupled
numerical libraries written in a lower level systems language. While an argument can be advanced that such a
half-stack design represents a reasonable separation of
concerns, real-world problems have a tendency to bubble up through the software stack. When analyzing a
corpus of some 3.5 million lines of R code, Morandat et
al. [20] noted that the average run-time spent in calls
to foreign functions was only 22%. This is despite the
expectation that R programs (and R programmers!) are
expected to push heavy computational work down to
the C FFI. Mordandat et al. showed that this is perhaps
not happening in practice. With R’s run-time performance trailing C by a factor of 500, the performance
implications of the 68% of the execution time spent in
the R layer is significant. Our purpose here is not to
denigrate R (indeed we are fans of R and the interactive
programming experience that it provides), but rather to
highlight that programmers are still attempting to do
significant computational work above the C abstraction
layer despite R’s known performance limitations. In
practice, it seems that such programming problems are
bubbling up through the abstraction stack.
Ideally we would like the live programmer’s programming environment to provide the performance and accessibility necessary to solve any domain problems that
might reasonably arise. Half-stack live programming
environments, such as R, often fall short of this ideal
because they either (a) do not support the necessary
low-level primitives required (such as explicit Advanced
Vector Extensions) or (b) do not provide the necessary
run-time performance required (such as that needed for
heavy numerical computation).
For systems-level programming, what constitutes “sufficient performance”, or “sufficient access”, can be colloquially benchmarked by the level of access and performance provided by the C language – a language commonly described, in antipathy as often as reverence, as a
“portable assembly language”. Ultimately, full-stack live
programming attempts to provide on-the-fly interactive
real-time programming down to the machine (accessibility) with optimal hardware utilization (performance) as
benchmarked against C.
2.2

The “Full-Stack” Experience

The general ideal of “Full-Stack” live programming can
be traced back at least as far as Smalltalk. Alan Kay
envisaged a future where computer users would be computer programmers - computer programmers empowered
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from the elimination of conventional loading and system
generation cycles”[15, p.22].
Smalltalk’s incremental compilation and
accessibility of kernel code encourages
you to make the change while the system is running, a bit like performing an
appendectomy on yourself.[15, p.22]
Ingalls goes on to remark that speed, as well as accessibility is required for true “full-stack” operation.

Figure 1. Live Coding using Extempore and two
robotic pianos.

with the “magic” to conjure new materials from the machine as if from a crucible[3]. Central to this ideal was
not simply the Smalltalk programming language, but,
more profoundly, the Smalltalk operating environment Smalltalk as operating system.
The Lisp Machines of the 1980’s carried Programming
Language as Operating System one step further by providing, not only a completely enveloping Lisp Operating
System, but also providing hardware especially dedicated
to its execution. Lisp Machine Operating Systems, such
as Genera[38], made systems-level programming interactive to a degree never seen previously (and possibly not
since!).
Both Alto Smalltalk and Lisp Machines provided what
we colloquially term a “full-stack” interactive development experience. “Full-stack”, in the sense that they
provided the ability to make “live” and substantive
changes to the end-user’s real-time run-time operating
system. Classic full-stack live programming examples
from both the Smalltalk and Lisp Machines communities include: implementing and testing low-level network
protocols, graphical interface stacks and operating system scheduling[6][15] – all programmed interactively and
on-the-fly.
As discussed in the previous section, the two most
significant factors that distinguish a full-stack from a
half-stack experience are: the accessibility to low-level
operating system features, and the performance to adequately express these low-level operating system features.
In the previous network protocol example, such an experience necessitates the accessibility needed to re-implement
the network stack on-the-fly, and the performance needed
to make those changes effective.
In reference to Smalltalk, Daniel Ingalls highlights
the “accessibility of the kernel” along with “incremental
compilation” as providing “high productivity, deriving

Speed comes into play here, because if
the kernel is not fast enough it will not
support certain functions being implemented at a higher level.[15, p.22]
Smalltalk attempts to be accessible by utilizing a
relatively minimal microcode “kernel” (which might be C
or ASM depending on implementation), above which the
Smalltalk OS is written in Smalltalk. By minimizing the
footprint of the inaccessible kernel, Smalltalk makes most
of the operating system available for on-the-fly Smalltalk
code modification, and hence for live programming “fullstack”1 . Lisp Machines go one step further by tailoring
the machine’s architecture to the execution of Lisp. In
this sense there is no layer too deep for live programming
on a Lisp Machine[6].
Yet, despite the substantial influence that these systems have had on the landscape of computing and
computing folklore, they remain a relatively obscure
blip in the history of programming practice. Three issues possibly contributed to this: Firstly, these systems
were expensive and not widespread. Secondly, the original Smalltalk systems and Lisp Machine systems were
plagued throughout their lifetime by complaints of poor
overall system performance. Finally, these systems were
worlds unto themselves, and not easily integrated with
other computing platforms.
Meanwhile, Unix and the C programming language
have thrived. What Unix and C made possible, was more
effective utilization of the available hardware and a more
open development platform. What was sacrificed was
an integrated, and interactive, development experience,
that allowed people to re-program systems, full-stack
and on-the-fly, right down to the hardware.

3

“Full-Stack” Live Coding

In this section, we provide a high level overview of the
“Full-Stack” Extempore system. The treatment here focuses on a number of guiding principles and illustrates
some of those principles with short code examples. The
underlying design decisions for constructing this system
1 The

Squeak Smalltalk implementation supports a direct translation from a limited subset of Smalltalk into C. This allows the
Smalltalk “kernel” to be written in Smalltalk and compiled directly
to C[11].
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have been guided by the principle that a Live Coder
needs to be able to reason about computational cost as
they are coding. As described in [30], reasoning is important for being able to write and modify algorithms
with a minimum of errors and to be able to reason about
time. When a “full-stack” system reaches down to the
operating system layer, this reasoning needs to encompass models for compilation, for memory management,
and for parallelism.
3.1

Figure 2. GCD in XTLang with automatically inferred
type (i64)

Language

A Live Coder’s interface is source code, the text of which
provides an abstract description of a computational process that will be (or is being or has been..) executed on
some physical hardware. One very important function
of the source code’s text is to support the programmer’s
mental model.
As Perlis [22] observed, skewing a programming model
in one direction often has consequences in another. For
example, the Haskell language makes design decisions
that make the language easy to reason about from an
“equation” perspective (immutability and laziness) but
also make the language more difficult to reason about
from a time and space perspective. Systems languages
such as C make an alternative trade-off, providing the
programmer with a mental model more aligned to the
machine’s physical hardware architecture.
The design trade-offs for a full-stack live programming
environment are particularly challenging, as we wish
to support reasoning across the full spectrum of software abstraction layers, interactively and in real-time.
Extempore deals with this challenge by supporting two
language interfaces: Scheme (for high-level reasoning in a
managed environment) and a new language, XTLang (for
lower-level reasoning about system level concerns). In
deployed applications of Extempore, both languages are
often mixed together in the one live programming session.
Live programming in Scheme, with calls into XTLang,
allows the programmer to use a higher-level managed
environment that may be easier to reason about when
the performance and accessibility of the full XTLang
stack are not required. For situations where reasoning
about the architecture of the machine becomes critical,
the live programmer can freely move to XTLang. As
Scheme and XTLang are fully-capable general-purpose
languages in their own right, the ability to freely move
between these two languages gives the live programmer
great flexibility in practice.
3.2
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XTLang

We leave a full explication of XTLang for a future paper and focus here on its primary motivations and on
providing a high level overview of its features.

3.2.1

Overall Impressions

A significant motivating factor in the development of
Extempore was to provide XTLang with the same kind
of interactive end-user development experience found in
Scheme programming environments (including
Impromptu[30], the starting point for the development
of Extempore). XTLang strives to encourage an experimental and experiential software development practice
for which Lisp systems have always been famous[26].
XTLang shares an s-expression syntax very close to
Scheme and it looks something like Scheme with type
annotations. However, XTLang’s semantics depart significantly from Scheme. Uncommon for a Lisp, XTLang
is statically typed, and does not make use of a garbage
collector.
Figure 2 shows an example XTLang greater common
divisor (GCD) closure and then a call to that closure.
The syntax is very similar to Scheme with the use of
bind-func to denote the top level closure (rather than
define in Scheme) and the inference of default i64 types
from integer literals. Where there are name duplications
in closures between the two languages (Scheme and XTLang), a top-level call using the reserved “$” symbol will
access the XTLang function (as in ($ (gcd 15 12)) ).
Above all, XTLang is a pragmatic language that has
been developed for the purpose of exploring how live
programming practice can be extended down to the systems level. In particular, we were interested in extending
down through what has previously been a barrier for
musical Live Coding environments: the live coding of
professional audio-signal-processing systems for music
production. Such systems have traditionally been coded
in C and C++ together with in-line assembly code.
XTLang was designed to meet the demanding worst
case execution time (WCET) profiles required for the
kinds of professional high-end audio signal processing
and hardware interfacing required for Live Coding performance. It was designed to achieve this without unduly
sacrificing the interactive development experience common to Lisp programming environments; this experience
is critical for “liveness” (small on-the-fly compilation
units, late binding, REPL, and so on). We provide a
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Figure 3. SIMD with explicit 128bit vectors

number of documentary examples of Live Coding performances using the Extempore system, as well as a
“from scratch” introduction to audio signal processing in
Extempore, at:
http://extempore.moso.com.au/extras/onward2017.html
It is hard to convey “liveness” in text, and we strongly
encourage the interested reader to peruse the videos
provided.
3.2.2

Reasoning and Extensibility

XTLang strives to be not only efficient with regards to
time and space, but also to be “reason-able” and “predictable” with regards to time and space. XTLang is not
ultimately concerned with maximal throughput but is
instead primarily concerned with being a flexible systems
language providing reasonable WCET performance2 . To
this end, XTLang is designed (a) to directly support
low-level architecture primitives; (b) to compile directly
to native code via LLVM[1, 16]; (c) to manage memory
manually using memory zones (regions/arenas); (d) to
be statically typed; (e) to support generic code that
is always fully specialised (monomorphised), and with
values that are never boxed; (f) to support native SIMD
and MIMD parallelism explicitly; and (g) to support
in-line assembly language code.
As an example of explicit vectorization, Figure 3 shows
a SIMD closure that multiplies two 128 bit vectors together.
XTLang strives to maintain direct ABI compatibility with C data structures and C’s calling conventions.
XTLang’s C compatibility is essential for extensibility
and to make the full-stack live-programming experience
available to, and through, XTLang. Note that we are
not talking about FFI interfacing to C here, but, more
fundamentally, intermixing with C (intermixing with CABI binaries at run-time). XTLang strives to maintain
C-ABI compatibility to take advantage of the millions
of lines of extant C systems code.
2 As

well as supporting Live Coding on commodity operating
environments (Windows, OSX, Linux etc) a further motivation for
XTLang’s design, and an ongoing goal for the XTLang project, is
to provide reasonable static WCET analysis while Live Coding on
more targeted, “bare metal”, non-superscalar architectures.
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A common practice in Extempore is to work with an
extant C library, or application, and to slowly “cannibalize” it. This can be a very powerful practice, as it allows
an application developer to slowly introduce on-the-fly
interactivity to an existing legacy code base in real-time.
This can provide access to the huge amount of system’s
level code available in C. Significantly, Extempore introduces interactivity into extant C libraries without
unduly penalizing system performance and, if desired,
the cannibalization can proceed until all of a C library
has been replaced by XTLang.
Where Lisp Machines and Smalltalk provide live environments that are all-encompassing worlds unto themselves, XTLang attempts to support the ad-hoc creation
of live environments that are open to the world that
surrounds them. We expand on this important idea later
in this paper.
3.2.3

Type System

XTLang supports bounded polymorphism (ad-hoc polymorphism with rank 1 parametric overloading), although,
in a departure from current functional norms, XTLang’s
polymorphic implementation is based around macro instantiation to fully specialized monomorphic code more
commonly associated with C++ template programming
and the research of Kaes[14]. Full monomorphization at
the point of instantiation enables direct interfacing with
C, provides a pragmatic solution to non-uniform data
sizes, and ensures that generic code is easy to reason
about from a low-level architectural perspective.
Despite the widely acknowledged power and flexibility
of C++ templates in systems programming, they are
often criticized for: (a) late type checking at the point of
instantiation resulting in notorious error messages that
are often buried deep in the instantiation stack; and
(b) poor documentation, in so far as a template’s type
can only be deduced by reading its body (and inferring
its application context!)3 . XTLang attempts to address
these concerns by supporting type constraints, similar
to C++ Concepts and tangentially aligned to Haskell
Type Classes[5].
Figure 4 shows an XTLang implementation of a parametric polymorphic GCD closure and its test call using
16 bit integers. XTLang supports partial type inference
“eliminat[ing] especially those type annotations that are
both common and silly.”[23]. While not providing full
type inference, XTLang’s local type inference is sufficient
to make type annotations in XTLang function bodies
and signatures largely optional. XTLang extends beyond local type inference [23] by inferring types beyond
directly adjacent nodes on the syntax tree. Polymorphic
3A

past criticism of code monomorphization has been code bloat,
although we consider this to be a minor concern in practice and
largely a non-issue on modern hardware
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“template definitions” are identified through their explicit
type variable annotations and are enforced by design. In
practice XTLang code often looks very much like regular
Scheme code. This can involve a learning curve for the
programmer as newcomers to Extempore often forget to
differentiate between the semantics of the two languages.
However, in expert operation the two languages can be
used together easily.
We provide a short screencast demonstrating Extempore’s type system “in action” at:
http://extempore.moso.com.au/extras/onward2017.html
3.2.4

Memory Management

Garbage collection is necessarily implemented for the
general case, but systems level programming is very often
not about the general case: it is very often more concerned with WCET than with overall throughput, and
is, in large part, about memory access patterns. In XTLang, memory management is a first-class concern and
is placed under the explicit control of the programmer.
To support the programmer, XTLang provides regionbased memory management[36], known in XTLang as
memory zones. Region-based memory management is
a good fit for systems programming providing predicatable and reasonable timing overhead. Region-based
memory management is straight-forward to implement
and requires minimal run-time tooling. Zone memory in
XTLang has been extremely effective in practice, and
is used extensively, despite the fact that the XTLang
compiler provides no static safety guarantees for zone
memory – a shortcoming that we acknowledge with some
embarrassment (ahoy there dangling pointers!). In practice this has been less trouble than one would expect
as Extempore strongly encourages value-level programming, and many of our domains of interest rely heavily
(for performance reasons) on structured pre-allocated
memory (high performance computing, computer games,
simulation, DSP etc..). In these domains, Extempore’s
memory model provides extremely efficient and flexible
memory management. There has, therefore, been less
incentive to move to other memory models. Nevertheless,
memory safety is an acknowledged weakness in XTLang’s
current implementation and is certainly something that
we would like to address in the future.
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Unlike Cyclone, BitC and Rust, the overarching goal of
XTLang is not to “make C safe” or to “make C verifiable”
but instead to “make C live”. Indeed, XTLang makes
it quite straight forward to write unsafe code. Instead
of placing restrictions on low-level flexibility, that we
consider to be necessary for many of XTLang’s core
operating domains, XTLang encourages the use of higherlevel functional abstractions, and the development of
“live environments” suitable for safe run-time operation.
This is a ultimately resolved in practice as we continue
to balance the pragmatic concerns of day-to-day systems
programming with the benefits that come from stronger,
static compile-time guarantees. We continue to monitor
XTLang’s direct support for C’s impurities. To this end,
while effects typing has not been a strong focus so far,
it is likely to become increasingly important as XTLang
continues to develop.
XTLang is by no means revolutionary (and is not
meant to be so), but it is unusual in so far as it is:
(a) a statically typed Lisp with a focus on low-level
systems programming; (b) a manually memory managed
functional language; (c) a functional language supporting
un-boxed macro based generics with a type constraint
system; and (d) a systems language designed first and
foremost for interactive programming. This is a relatively
unusual feature set.
While XTLang is very much an ongoing research
project, its compiler is complete, insofar as the highlights
mentioned here are all implemented and operationally
functional, and XTLang is used daily in commercial as
well as research environments. Commercial XTLang
code has been running in production since 2014, and
new commercial Extempore projects regularly enter production.
We include notes on Extempore’s architecture in Appendix A. In a separate URL, we also provide a number
of video screencast examples of Extempore being used
for live programming in-the-wild. We strongly encourage
the interested reader to peruse these examples as they
provide a much more compelling example of liveness
than is possible to convey in text:
http://extempore.moso.com.au/extras/onward2017.html

4
4.1

3.2.5

XTLang in Context

Although there have been a number of important new
system’s programming languages developed over the
past 15 years (notably D[4] BitC[28], Cyclone[12] and
Rust[17]), our own efforts have not been overtly influenced by these projects. More directly, XTLang has been
strongly influenced by the (unholy trinity of) Haskell,
C/C++ and Lisp.

System Applications of Extempore
A Computer Music “Language”

Modern computer music composition is as broad as
modern computation. A music composition may, for
example, rely on a neural-network, a galaxy formation
algorithm, voice-recognition and so on. These algorithms
may need to run in real-time on a cluster of heterogeneous machines, from phones to supercomputers, distributed around the globe. In short, the diversity of
problems to which a computer music language (CML)
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Figure 4. Polymoprhic GCD with a numeric constraint in the call
may be turned is limited only by the composer’s imagination. To fully realize its potential, a CML needs to be
able to access an entire gamut of modern computational
simulation, to access sensors and devices and to reach
down into computer system internals.
Ideally, a Live Coding environment strikes an appropriate balance between higher-level declarative interfaces
(for composers and sound-artists) and low-level imperative access to computer operating systems and hardware.
In this section, we describe how Extempore can be used
to build such a higher-level interface (the CML). We
sketch the process here and provide a “live” example at
the following URL:
http://extempore.moso.com.au/extras/onward2017.html.

4.1.1

Lowest Level DSP Callback

At the heart of the CML is a monotonic synchronous
callback. In the audio DSP loop this callback is the
ultimate point of transformation from an input audio
sample (or buffer of samples) to an output sample (or
buffer of samples). Ultimately, the successful operation
of a real-time audio DSP application hinges on the ability
of this callback to transform the input samples to the
output samples at a rate defined by the audio device
driver and hardware.
On modern high-performance audio hardware the
“callback rate” is often around 3000 callbacks per second
(assuming 192,000 samples per second in buffered chunks
of 64 samples). This may not at first seem particularly
onerous, and it would not be so if it were a simple gain
transformation of an incoming signal for example. However, in the Live Coding case, we are usually considering
multiple simultaneous digital instruments, each being
a construction of hundreds of audio unit components
(filters, oscillators, reverbs, delays, spectral analyzers,
spectral effects, etc.). These instruments are very often
polyphonic, such that every note must also be computed
concurrently. The totality of all of this computational
processing must be completed on time for each and every
buffer of audio requested by the audio device.

Of course, we would like to abstract these audio units
and the first abstraction level in computer music languages is often called the Unit Generator. Unit Generators are often object abstractions, but in XTLang
we prefer to abstract them into functional closures. Audio signal processing then becomes a natural case of
functional composition. Unit Generators can themselves
be composed into higher-order functions representing
“notes”, were a note can then be instantiated for each
polyphonic “voice”. Another higher-order function abstraction forms the basis of an “instrument” that is
responsible for the composition of notes together with
the application of effects and other post processing relevant to that instrument. The DSP callback then becomes
a final assembly of all instrument processing, together
with a subsequent post-processing stage for “global effects”. To “keep up” (in time with) with the world, the
DSP callback therefore requires that all of its constituent
components also keep up with the world. In XTLang, we
can build and modify any and all of these components
on-the-fly as part of a live performance.

4.1.2

Composition Level Structures

As described above, at the audio DSP level the atomic
musical building block is the digital sample. While it is
perfectly possible to compose any kind of music working
at this level, it is common for composers to also operate
at a higher level of abstraction – such as levels describing
notes, phrases, chords, movements and even symphonies.
In Extempore we often code in Scheme when working
at this “composition level”. Scheme provides an excellent high-level language for reasoning about composition
structures, and Extempore includes extensive tools to
support composers. For example, an “arpegiator”, is the
kind of higher level structure that a composer may often
work with in live performance. The Extempore arpegiator will ultimately signal the start, duration, pitch,
amplitude, and so forth, of individual notes. These
notes will then “instruct” the low level DSP routines
with the necessary high-level information to generate
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musically-meaningful material. Composing in Extempore, therefore, becomes an interplay of real-time software development that moves between lower-level DSP
sculpture and higher-level musical composition. Extempore has been designed to make it a pleasure to move
freely between these levels of abstraction in live performance, with no “abstractions too high” or “levels too
deep”. A schematic “liveness diagram” for Extempore as
deployed in Live Coding performance is shown in Figure
9 in Section 5. That figure shows a representation of
some of the various layers in the software stack down to
the operating system.
The CML described here is similar to systems that
have been used by a number of Live Coding performers
and collaborators in performances around the world that
have reached audiences numbering in the thousands –
including simultaneous performances across continents.
We provide video documentation of a number of live
performances using the Extempore system at:
http://extempore.moso.com.au/extras/onward2017.html.
4.2

High Performance Scientific Simulation

Scientific simulation codes can run on compute clusters
with thousands of distributed nodes. Maximizing the accuracy of these scientific models, while minimizing their
cost of execution on large supercomputers, is one of the
central concerns of High-Performance Computing (HPC).
The C/C++ and Fortran programming languages are
most commonly used for this type of work, a situation
that has remained virtually unchanged for decades. And
yet, when it comes to smaller scale simulation, theory
development and data analysis there has been a considerable shift in the scientific programming community
towards dynamic, managed languages as described in
Section 2.1 above. Managed languages such as Python
or R have a wealth of libraries available with the most
popular of these scientific libraries being “backed” by
C or Fortran library code. Libraries such as SciPy[27],
provide good numerical performance by hiding C code
behind a Python veneer. Unfortunately, in practice, the
relatively good numerical performance provided by these
libraries is lost when significant amounts of code bubble
up into the Python wrapper.
In this section, we reference a case study that demonstrates how Extempore can be used to cannibalize an
extant simulation code written in C, in order to facilitate free and fluid steering, tuning, diagnostics, and
eventually, scientific discovery. The case study attempts
to demonstrate that Extempore supports bubble up semantics: a legacy simulation code can be harnessed by
Extempore and run in a loop with negligible performance
overhead. Calls inside that simulation code can the be
rewritten as calls from the Extempore wrapper in real
time and those calls can then be monitored, explored
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and visualized. This work has been undertaken collaboratively with Ben Swift, Peter Davis and Viktor Decyk
and has been reported in [32].
4.2.1

Particle-in-Cell

Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulation is a common modelling
technique used in plasma physics and engineering. A
PIC code can be roughly broken down into three main
phases; a deposit phase, where the charge of local particles is deposited onto a grid; a solve phase, where
the electromagnetic field equations are solved to obtain
an up to date field; and a push phase, which uses the
newly calculated field to push the particles. These three
phases are then run in a top-level simulation loop with
an incremental time-step.
In the case study reported in [32] a PIC “skeleton
code” was obtained from the UCLA Particle In Cell
and Kinetic Simulation Software Center[8]. This code
provided a PIC implementation designed for three layer
parallelism at the node, thread and vector levels. The
particular skeleton code used made direct use of both
MPI and OpenMP. In order to run this skeleton code
from Extempore, this case study first loaded an instance
of Extempore onto each node of a distributed HPC cluster. MPI (OpenMPs mpirun) was used to initialize each
of these Extempore instances. Once initialized, the C
PIC library was loaded into each distributed Extempore
instance and the top-level C calls to deposit, solve
and push were bound using Extempore’s bind-lib call.
Once bound, Extempore was able to make almost “tollfree” calls into these C library procedures. A top-level
XTLang loop was then able to be used to simply replace the extant C top-level loop and it was then able to
be re-written and scheduled for execution in real time.
Extra visualization procedures were able to be added,
using XTLang’s OpenGL library, and the simulation was
shown to be modified and steered in real time.
The code in [32] used MPI for distributed-memory
processing, and contained a mixture of Extempore code
and pre-compiled C subroutines. The performance of
those simulations with 1.44×108 particles, over 8, 16 and
32 cores saturated at a performance penalty where Extempore was 3% slower than C (with saturation obtained
for a system of 16 cores).
4.3

The Physics Playroom

The Physics Playroom (PP) is an exploratory interactive
space designed to engage high school students and the
general public with some of the fundamental ideas and
personalities of the physical sciences. As one of only four
“launch applications”, the PP was expected to showcase
a massive, multi-story interactive display wall know as
“The Cube” at the Queensland University of Technology.
The PP incorporates a number of physical simulations
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Figure 5. Users experiencing the Physics Playroom in
the presence of a Live Coder.

into a fun and exploratory context. The intended goal
of these simulations is to help engage lower-high-school
students, and the general public, with the underlying
mathematical models. The PP attempts to convey the
importance and power of these general models by making
them identifiable in an applied context – a 3D gaming
world. The PP concentrates on four particular models:
Newton’s Laws of Motion, Gravity, Fluid Dynamics and
Sound. The development of the PP was carried out
entirely in Extempore, over an eight month period to
November 2012 by a single developer and a single 3D
graphic artist. In operation since that time, the PP
can see upwards of 75,000 unique visitors per week and
has been visited by many luminaries (including heads of
government and even Steve Wozniak!). It has received
high acclaim from participants and has managed 100%
up-time during its 4.5 years of operation. A view of the
PP is shown in Figure 5 and a video documenting the
PP “in action” is available at:
http://extempore.moso.com.au/extras/onward2017.html.
The PP is a collaborative space that is designed to
appear as a single unified scene. Human interactions
in the space are designed to encourage cooperation by
being inherently interconnected. A user may throw a
block into another person’s building even though they
are working at different ends of the distributed display
wall. This same general idea of interconnectedness pervades the PP and mandates that it must be coordinated,
as well as distributed. The PP is displayed across twelve
55-inch multi-touch screens configured in a permanent,
wall-mounted display. Additionally a stitched projection runs across the entire length of the twelve panel
display effectively doubling the physical height of the
wall. The physical dimensions of the entire wall are
approximately 17 meters wide by 3 meters high, while
the pixel resolution is a combined 12960x3000.
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The 12 multi-touch panels and three stitched projectors run in high-definition 1080p. In order to render at
this high pixel density the wall is comprised of seven
render nodes - one render node per two touch displays
(6*2 dual-head), with a final render node assigned to all
three projectors (1*3 triple-head). These seven render
nodes are not only responsible for rendering the unified
scene but also for managing any other computational
processes that may be required. For the PP, these additional processes were substantial – managing end-user
interaction (touch, vision, sound), dynamic scene graph
management, time synchronization, physics simulation
(classical mechanics and fluid dynamics) and audio signal
processing. The PP theoretically supports an indefinite
number of cursors (active fingers), although in practice
it was designed, and load-tested, to cope with 50 simultaneous users, each using all ten digits, without suffering
noticeable performance degradation (i.e. 500 cursors).
Fifty users is about the maximum number of friendly
ten year old school children that can physically utilise
the screen real-estate (although they certainly try to
improve on that number!).
Successfully coordinating the activities of the many
moving parts in the PP was an area where Live Coding proved to be extremely beneficial. With seven distributed rendering nodes responsible for the coordination of a single unified scene, there was a significant
distributed computing component to the project. Not
only did the rendering of the scene need to be distributed
across seven machines, but, more significantly, the enduser interactions and their influence upon the computational simulations were distributed. For this type of
software development, there is a sense that live programming takes the increasingly short iterative development
cycles embraced by the Agile and XP communities and
extends them to the point of continuity. A noticeable
consequence of this continuity is that the ongoing computational model can be readily affected at any time
by an external physical stimulus. This has the interesting consequence of embedding the programmer in a
constant dialogue with the environment. Throughout
the development period, there were many visitors (VIPs,
students and other programmers) moving through the
The Cube’s development facility. These visitors often
interacted with the PP as it was (practically speaking)
“always on”.
It is interesting to note that often the casual feedback
received from visitors was of greatest use in resolving
relatively trivial programming tasks - tasks which are
cognitively undemanding and quite appropriate for sensorimotor coordination. The PP’s particle systems provide
a good case in point. The PP incorporates two paintings
which display the portraits of famous scientists. Each
portrait is constructed from one million particles, whose
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Figure 6. A liveness diagram showing loops between
the programmer, notation and domain.
position, velocity, color, size, lifespan, transparency etc.
are parametrically controlled in a tight coupling with the
PP’s fluid simulator and a bitmap of the particular famous head. This relationship is parametrically complex
but is not procedurally complex. XTLang made this
type of high-performance computation easy to develop,
debug and, importantly, steer and tweak to optimize
user satisfaction in real time.
Although having many visitors was occasionally frustrating (when trying to track down a bug, for example)
the serendipitous benefits of having many people interacting with the project as it evolved – and the feedback
provided from that interaction – ultimately led to a
very robust final product after it was launched. This robustness, and very positive user reception, was achieved
without any formal user acceptance testing (beyond the
cursor load-testing discussed above).
A schematic “liveness diagram” for Extempore as
deployed in in the Physics Playroom is shown in Figure
10. The figure shows the various layers in the software
stack down to the operating system. The meaning of
such diagrams is explained further in the next section.

5

Liveness

“Liveness” is a fashionable concept in software development. In this section, we discuss contemporary approaches to liveness in order to clarify the contributions
of the Extempore system.
Intuitively, the idea of programming or coding being
“live” is that it is “reactive” to “user input”. The “user”
in this case is a “programmer”, meaning someone who
is in the act of creating or modifying computer code in
some way. Programs can, of course, be written using
textual programming languages, visual languages, or by
some combination of both as is the case with modern
IDEs. The history of “live programming” with textual
languages is very old and can be traced back to the Lisp
REPLs [13, 26]. For visual languages, the commonlycited first discusson of liveness was by Tanimoto[34] who
described “levels of liveness” as part of presenting his
VIVA language for image processing. Tanimoto defined
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four levels of liveness: (1) an “informative” level where
feedback is provided to the programmer in the form of
a (visual) ancillary description of a program such as a
flowchart; (2) a description of a program that is informative and also “significant” (meaning a description that
can be modified in some way and then compiled and
linked to produce executable code); (3) a description
of a program that is “editable” in the sense that “edittriggered updates” lead to executions of “the appropriate
part of” a system (once a recomputation is complete,
the system “becomes idle again”); (4) systems that are
responsive to edits as in Level 3, but where the edits are
applied to a program that is executing and continues execution without interruption once the edits are complete.
Tanimoto has since updated these levels to include two
higher levels (5 and 6) that assume systems can use AI
to anticipate programming actions with tactical (Level
5) and strategic (Level 6) effect[35].
The principal advantage of liveness is to provide timely
feedback to the programmer. At Level 2, the programmer
writes or edits a program using some notation. Once the
edit is complete, the programmer needs to undertake
the cognitively-distinct task of compiling, linking and
submitting that program for execution. At Level 3, the
system provides feedback to the programmer once an edit
is complete. Before the edit is complete the system looks
as though it is idle, but it activates itself when requested
(perhaps after a slight pause) and then executes the
newly edited code without the programmer needing to
be distracted by the need to directly engage in compiling,
linking and so on. At Level 4, the system does not look
as though it is idle and edits are applied immediately
and without interruption to running code. Feedback can
be provided about how that already-running program
is “processing streams of data” before and after the
programmer’s edits have been applied[34].
In practice, there are problems in applying these descriptions of liveness levels to modern systems. Even
though some graphical systems appear to be “idle”, they
can respond immediately to edits that are syntactically
correct[24]. Such programs are probably at Level 4:
Even though the target domain (the image) is not dynamic in itself, it is so responsive to editing that the
entire system appears to be alive. Such a system can
encourage experimentation on behalf of the programmer.
Performance is a critical issue with such an example:
introducing latency into the system (possibly though
editing a complex image over a network) could make the
feedback it provides very distracting as image updates
might not correspond to the edits currently being made.
A laggy system like this might be between Levels 3 and 4
in liveness but it can be much less usable than a system
at Level 2. The conflation of usability and liveness is
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a potential problem when using liveness levels alone to
infer the quality of the programming experience.
5.1

Liveness Diagrams

Considerations of the subtleties of liveness have led
Church et al. to suggest a “continuum” between Tanimoto’s levels[7]. Those authors have also distinguished
between the overall liveness of a system in its domain
and its notation. They considered the liveness of interfaces for programming computer music both with respect
to (a) the interaction between a programmer and the
notation (textual code and graphical GUIs) and (b) the
interaction between a programmer and the domain (of
live music). Church et al. introduced a diagramatic
notation to describe these interactions[7]. We present
a variation of such diagrams in Figure 6 which shows
a graph of three nodes (p for programmer, n for notation, d for domain) linked by connections4 . The arrow
from p to n designates actions at a programming language interface (typing text or manipulating graphical
elements). The arrow from n back to p designates the
feedback (primarily visual) of the programming interface
in response to programmer actions. Even ignoring the
intended domain, the programmer-notation loop can be
considered as a mini computation: Behind the scenes,
electronic circuts connect a key press to an effect in the
world – that of a character appearing in an edit buffer
for example. Clearly, any usable system needs to have
Level 4 liveness for the arrows between p and n (in both
directions). We have therefore chosen not to label these
arrows in the various liveness diagrams presented in this
paper.
Figure 6 also shows arrows from n to d and back
again. These arrows represent actions of the notation
on the domain and feedback from the domain back to
the notation. There is also an arrow all the way back
from the domain to the programmer that represents the
programmer observing the effects of their programming
actions in the world – listening to the music, seeing
the image change, watching the missiles fly and so on.
Our original motivation with developing Extempore was
to reduce system latency and so enliven the mapping
between notation and domain (Lnd ) in settings where
live and dynamic feedback exists between the domain
and the programmer (Ldp = 4). In Figures 7-10, we have
annotated these Lnd connections with liveness labels. At
the same time, we assume that feedback from d all the
way back to p is at Level 4 and have not annotated those
connections.
4 Arguably,

such diagrams could have a node for “computation” in
addition to the node for domain; this computation being a view
of the internal workings of an executing program as distinct from
its effect on the world (such as drawing an image).
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Other authors [9, 18, 19, 21] have developed an area of
“live programming” that is particularly concerned with
the connection from d back to n (Ldn ) in Figure 6. Their
concerns emphasise developing new programming interfaces and languages that provide live feedback to the
programmer to support the abstract reasoning necessary
to write and debug complex programs. In such concerns
the feedback that a domain provides to the programmer
is of the highest level of liveness when it is supported
by an “always-on” computation in the domain. This
computation does not need to be a real-time process
in the domain; the important aspect for the programmer is that it produces results in a timely manner in
order to enhance the feedback provided by the notation. Some live programming systems are what might
be termed “hyper-live” in that execution is triggered
on every keystroke (eg. [19]) even if the programmer’s
intended action sequence has not been completed (and
even if there are syntactical errors in the code). Such systems might be thought of as nudging Level 5 in liveness
as they could be poised to provide automatic tactical
anticipation of a programmer’s future intentions. The
standard Extempore IDE does provide feedback from
the domain to the notation in that closures flash when
they are evaluated. Although the use of additional live
annotations in Extempore’s notations has been explored
in another publication[33], it is not of prime concern in
this paper and we have thus elected not to show the
feedback arrows from the domain to the notation in our
liveness diagrams.
5.2 Liveness Claims for Extempore
In Figure 7, we show a partial view of how the half-stack
Impromptu system[30] would often be used in an “instrument building” mode away from live performance. In this
diagram, the “notation” has been split up into a small
stack of the language (Scheme) and support systems
(libraries of pre-compiled audio units such as oscillators,
filters and Fast Fourer Transforms, together with closures that have been built to model musical instruments
made up of these units). In this scenario, the programmer is experimenting with building these instruments
and playing them back through a loud-speaker. Because
the audio libraries are compiled, their liveness up the
system stack is of Level 2. The Scheme interpreter acts
immediately to recognize the instrument closures being
written (liveness Level 4) but its experimental feedback
through the loud-speaker (Lnd ) might be only of Level
3 depending on how many instruments are being built
and prototyped at the same time. In this scenario, there
would be trial-and-error experimentation with these instrument closures and their musical effects. The entire
process is not as time-critical as in live performance
but it is still very apparent when liveness is less than
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Figure 7. Schematic partial liveness diagram for
Impromptu[30] as deployed in building closures off-line.
In this example there is no “domain” because the system is focused on prototyping away from Live Coding
performance. Liveness levels are indicated at layers in
the software stack down to the operating system.

Figure 8. Schematic partial liveness diagram for
Impromptu[30] as deployed in Live Coding performance.

Level 4 as significantly detrimental sonic artifacts (audio
glitches) get introduced.
Figure 8 shows how Impromptu would then be used
in live coding performance. Here, the programmer instantiates and edits pre-defined closures corresponding
to existing instruments. It is also possible to write and
edit new closures in Scheme but these would be simple
and lightweight. The Lnd liveness level between the notation and the live performance domain is between 3
and 4 depending on the number of instruments being
played together and other system’s overheads. Note that
the best way to realize a responsive, Level 4, system in
Impromptu would be to entirely use pre-compiled instruments; the more work that is done in the Instruments
layer, the less live the system can be.
By contrast with Impromptu, Extempore maintains
live relationships up the entire software stack, both offline (instrument building) and during live coding performance. Figure 9 shows the corresponding view to
Figure 8 for a scenario of live coding performance using
Extempore. In this scenario, the live programmer is: (a)
writing and editing simple closures in Scheme, (b) writing and editing simple closures in XTLang which then
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Figure 9. Schematic liveness diagram for Extempore
as deployed in Live Coding performance. In this system, XTLang wraps up supporting library code and
exposes functions to Scheme that can be manipulated in
a lightweight fashion in real time. Functions can also be
called directly from XTLang and the balance of wrapping versus high-level function calls can also be modified
in real time. Liveness levels are indicated at layers in
the software stack down to the supporting libraries.

become immediately available for calling from Scheme,
(c) instantiating and editing pre-defined closures in both
Scheme and XTLang and (d) editing the occasional
parameter deep within the supporting stack of audio
system libraries. In such a scenario, the maestro Live
Coder would balance their use of Scheme and XTLang
for writing top-level closures to their maximum respective advantages: Scheme is used for lightweight, fastexecuting closures as it can be kept at Level 4 liveness;
XTLang is used for longer-executing closures; the overall
system would, in a practical sense, have Level 4 liveness.
To be more precise: the speed-up in moving between
Impromptu and Extempore is 2-3 orders of magnitude.
When dealing with demanding, professional-quality audio instruments on a laptop, this can mean the difference
between running a concert with only one instrument (in
the case of Impromptu) versus running with maybe 100
instruments (in the case of Extempore). But we emphasize that system performance is only one aspect of the
Extempore model. When harnessed within XTLang, it
is possible to reach down into the supporting libraries
and manipulate them on the fly and, importantly, to
build simple live languages (in the Scheme layer) that
will manipulate them on the fly5 .
Extempore performance scenarios such as this one
have been used in many live performances around the
world with total audiences numbering in the thousands.
5 The

enhanced predictability of XTLang’s model, with the absence
of garbage collection, also allows it to be reasoned about more
reliably than Impromptu.
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It is worthwhile to consider what bubbling-up means
for the three application areas discussed above.

Figure 10. Schematic liveness diagram for Extempore
as deployed in the Physics Playroom. Liveness levels
are indicated at layers in the software stack down to the
oprating system.
Like the Live Coding scenario, a parallel scientific
computing liveness diagram would show XTLang reaching down into a stack of software layers, although in
this case the layers would represent the C or Fortran
simulation code, numerical libraries and the MPI Layer.
When a scientific simulation is run in an XTLang harness
the live programmer can build virtual prods and probes
into the simulation, and its supporting libraries, in real
time. These prods and probes take the form of XTLang
closures that are able to be manipulated in the XTLang
or Scheme layers. As with the computer music example,
these closures might be defined offline beforehand, but
they can also be built, combined and modified live as
the simulation proceeds.
The liveness diagram for the Physics Playroom, in Figure 10, is more complicated in that it shows a layer corresponding to (non-programmer) user interaction with
the system. The figure shows an integration scenario
where users are interacting with a predefined user interface that can then be modified and tuned up by the
live programmer to fix usability issues and improve user
experience.

6

Bubbling-up the Stack

A key feature of the use of Extempore in these various applications has been its ability to facilitate the “bubbling
up” of code from a lower software layer to a top-level
where that code can be modified, manipulated, steered
and tuned up (a) in real time and (b) without significant
performance penalty. Extempore provides a mechanism
to live code this live, bubbled-up code. Regardless of
whether bubbled-up code has been live-coded or not, the
lack of significant performance penalty is very important
in practice.

• In the context of artistic Live Coding it is possible for Extempore to create, edit and schedule
new, top-level closures in real time and to be
confident that their scheduling will be carried
out in a timely manner[30]. This update speed
and “timeliness” is crucial to a live performance
where a Live Coder desires to maintain a cognitive
focus on producing and deploying new musical
structures and where these structures need to
be sheduled accurately in order to provide an
enjoyable listening experience for the audience.
• In modern high-performance scientific computing it is common to use a higher-level programming language (R, Python, and so on) for
day-to-day productivity whilst leaving the lowerlevel language framework programming to the
experts. While this strategy has enjoyed great
success there are clear limitations to the approach.
The R language provides one such example where
a higher-level language whose environment has
been interfaces with native code libraries written
in C. R is a half-stack, live programming environment that requires its native library code in order
to provide adequate numerical performance as its
own interpreter is too slow[20]. The idea behind
the high-low compromise is that R programs will
call across the C FFI whenever numerical “heavy
lifting” is required. However, as previously discussed, Morandat et al.[20] noted that the average
time spent in calls to foreign functions was only
22%. The implication of this finding is likely that,
as programmers use such systems more and more
code has bubbled up into the scripting layer because of its convenience. By contrast, the Particle
in Cell case study reported above shows that algorithms requiring high performance can bubble
up into the live scripting area of Extempore with
minimal performance overhead.
• The interactive multimedia installations built
using Extempore have included elaborate simulations involving computer graphics, sensors and
multiple interactive pathways that have been developed in a fashion that is “always on”. Updates
and modifications to this system are immediately
available for human exploration and tuning as in
Figure 10. The live-coding scripting layer is equivalent to exposing function calls and parameters
that are tuned for human interaction into a layer
in which they can be modified and extended as the
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opportunity arises.6 The rapid development cycle
and the robustness and spectacular nature of the
delivered products are a considerable testament
to this approach.

7

Conclusion

This paper has described a new programming language
and environment that enables systems-level liveness.
This systems-level liveness allows a programmer to delve
down into low-level systems libraries and to modify them
in real time. The new system, Extempore, significantly
improves on the performance of the previous, half-stack
environment, Impromptu. We have described a number
of applications that demonstrate the capabilities of Extempore and we have described its systems-level liveness
with reference to these applications and with regard to
liveness taxonomies from the literature.
Although Extempore has an unashamed heritage in
the discipline and practice of musical Live Coding, we
hope that we have made the case that its systems-level
liveness is of much greater ambition. Although it is still
an experimental system, new industrial applications of
Extempore are being developed on a regular basis.
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A

System Architecture

Extempore is a project made up of three primary parts:
• A Scheme language interpreter written in
C, conforming to the Scheme R5RS specification. Extempore’s Scheme interpreter was seeded
from Impromptu, which was in turn seeded from
TinyScheme[31]. The Extempore Scheme interpreter supports a C FFI, a top-level REPL, and
a concurrent incremental garbage collector.
• An XTLang compiler which is made up of
a front-end and a back-end. The front-end of
the compiler, which is written in Scheme, translates XTLang s-expressions into an intermedidate
representation (IR) understood by the Low-LevelVirtual-Machine (LLVM) [16]. The compiler backend, which is provided by the LLVM project, is
a C++ library designed to compile LLVM IR
strings into native code. This compilation to native code can be either in-memory, or to disk, and
supports a growing number of back-end architectures including ARM, x86, x86-64, PowerPC and
PTX.
• A lightweight run-time infrastructure that
is a network addressable, run-time service, supporting process management, LLVM back-ends
and network communications. The Extempore
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run-time infrastructure is broadly responsible for
the scheduling and interpretation (including compilation) of incoming s-expressions (either Scheme
or XTLang), on one or more Extempore processes,
running locally or remotely.
The Extempore run-time (XTRT) runs as a single
operating system process and is able to spawn local “Extempore processes” (XTPs) on demand. Each XTP runs
three native operating system threads: an interpreter
thread with unique object heap, instruction pointer,
registers etc.; a concurrent garbage collector for each interpreter; and an asynchronous communications thread.
Ultimately each XTP is a self-contained, network addressable, Scheme interpreter. Inter process communication in Extempore makes no distinction between local
and remote XTP’s.
The Extempore run-time (XTRT) is able to spawn any
number of XTPs, but by default initializes only two - a
primary process and a compilation process. The primary
process is a regular XTP for general purpose computing
(the evaluation of arbitrary Scheme s-expressions). The
compilation process is dedicated to a single task, the
compilation of XTLang expressions. There is a single
compilation XTP and at least one general purpose XTP
per XTRT. A common practice is to run one or possibly
two XTP’s for every hardware core. We note here that
although XTP’s are heavyweight, Extempore supports
a lightweight cooperative concurrency paradigm known
as a “temporal recursion” which has been discussed
more fully in[30]. XTP’s provide parallel execution on
multi-core hardware, with each XTP potentially running
thousands of concurrent temporal recursions.
Within an XTP Scheme is free to call native XTLang code. Native XTLang code will commonly operate
within the XTP and return directly to Scheme. However, native XTLang code is also free to spawn native
Operating System threads directly using its own native
threading library (which include asynchronous programming support).
The XTLang compiler runs on its own dedicated XTP.
This XTP is solely responsible for compiling XTLang
strings into native code on-the-fly and on-demand. The
XTLang compiler is broken into a front-end, with its own
intermediate representation (XTLang IR), and a backend which generates LLVM IR. The XTLang compiler
front-end (the semantic analysis section of the compiler)
does most of the heavy lifting: globalization, lambda lifting, scope and environment analysis, closure conversion,
assignment conversion (to SSA form), type inference
and static type checking. The back-end of the compiler
accepts XTLang IR and performs a relatively straightforward transformation into LLVM IR. (Replacing the
LLVM backend, or providing additional back-ends, would
be relatively straight-forward).
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Extempore is designed for distributed computation
and supports a built-in distributed process model. All
XTPs are network addressable and capable of hosting
Scheme and XTLang executable code. Extempore processes can be hosted on Linux, Windows and OSX operating systems allowing both Scheme and XTLang to
be distributed across heterogeneous operating-systems
and hardware platforms (ARM, x86, x64 for example) at
run-time. A useful property of Extempore’s distributed
architecture and on-the-fly code compilation, is that code
can be distributed on-demand across a heterogeneous
network of machines and compiled natively on the nodes.
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